
Neuronal Architectures for Pattern-theoreticProblemsDavid Mumford1 IntroductionAs is abundantly clear from the other chapters of this book, there are manylevels at which one can attack the problem of modeling the computations of thecortex. For example, at one extreme, one can model how the action potentialsreceived at each synapse are combined in the dendritic tree, or, at the other, onecan develop a functional theory of the di�erent cortical areas. But, in addition tochoosing a level, modeling requires you to choose some description for the classof problems that you expect the cortex is solving, or the class of signals thatyou expect the cortex to be processing. Folk psychology provided the labels forthe original cortical area theory of Gall, and cognitive psychology continues toprovide a more sophisticated framework for assigning task and function labelsto cortical areas (cf. (Luria, 62; Fodor, 83; Kosslyn 92)). Neurologists usethe results of a limited battery of tests, supplemented by their own abilityto empathize with the mental state of their patients, as the evidence to becorrelated with the nature of the brain damage. For several decades, the breadand butter of visual neurophysiologists has been the presentation of movingedges and bars and sine wave gratings: the implicit assumption is that distinctivepatterns of response to these embody the basic elements of low level visualprocessing.The point of departure of this paper is the proposition that the computationalanalysis of vision { and speech, tactile sensing, motor control, etc. { (the theoryof the computation as Marr called it (Marr, 82)) has is reaching a point whereit can provide a clearer and deeper description of the essential tasks of visionas well as a wide range of other cognitive tasks. For instance, the develop-ment of algorithms for character recognition or for face recognition or for road1
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tracking from a moving vehicle (three problems which have been much studiedon account of their potential applications) forces the researcher to deal withnoisy, complex real world data. In doing this, one's initial ideas about whatparts of the problem are di�cult, what parts are simple, may turn out to bequite wrong. Quite often, a step which one thinks of as a simple pre-processingclean up operation turns out to be very di�cult and pinpoints for you a newclass of problems which had been ignored. Introspection turns out often to bevery poor guide to the complexity of a problem. The reason for this, we believe,is our subjective impression of perceiving instantaneously and e�ortlessly thesigni�cance of sensory patterns, e.g. the word being spoken or which face isbeing seen. Many psychological experiments however have shown that what weperceive is not the true sensory signal, but a rational reconstruction of what thesignal should be. This means that the messy ambiguous raw signal never makesit to our consciousness but gets overlaid with a clearly and precisely patternedversion which could never have been computed without the extensive use ofmemories, expectations and logic. Only when you attempt to duplicate such askill by computer do you discover all the hidden complexity in the computation.We believe that this analysis, which we call `Pattern Theory' (a term introducedin the pioneering work of Grenander some 15 years ago), leads not merely to afew broad guidelines on the problems faced by a brain, but to a rather speci�cset of computational tasks, and to a ow chart of how the pieces should be puttogether. This analysis is very di�erent from most of the orthodox analyses ofcognitive problems: it is very distinct from the standard AI view, which takesformal logic and the formal linguists' analysis of language into atomic unitsand air tight rules, as the universal language of cognition. As we shall see, it�ts naturally, instead, with such non-logical data structures as probabilities,fuzzy sets and population coding. Moreover, it is very distinct from the purefeed-forward analyses such as Marr's analysis of vision (Marr, 82), in that itis based in an essential way on a relaxation between feed-forward and feed-back processes. Having this analysis, we can go directly to neuroanatomy andneurophysiology and ask if there are structures in the brain that suggest beingdesigned to implement one or more of these basic computational building blocks.If these computations do indeed represent fundamental cognitive operations, onehopes that the basic circuitry is not hidden, but clearly expressed in the anatomyof the cortex, especially in its layers, pathways and cell-types. The method tofollow, we believe, is to seek the simplest mechanisms compatible with presentknowledge of the anatomy and physiology of cortex, seeking direct analogiesbetween the computational architecture and the neural architecture.In the next section, we outline the ideas of Pattern Theory and introduce threebasic ideas of this theory. There follow sections in which each of these ideasis eshed out and its connections with neuroanatomy and neurophysiology aredescribed. We suggest, where possible, the most speci�c predictions these theo-2



ries make and propose experimental tests in several cases. The biological ideasin this paper are developments of those described in our earlier two-part paper(Mumford, 91-92). The formalism of Pattern Theory presented here is developedat greater length in (Mumford, 93).2 What is Pattern Theory?The starting point of Pattern Theory is the idea that sensory signals are codedversions of what is really going on in the world, and that the task of sensoryinformation processing is to reconstruct as much as possible a full descriptionof the state of the world. We may de�ne the goals of the �eld as:the analysis of the patterns generated by the world in any modality,with all their naturally occurring complexity and ambiguity, with thegoal of reconstructing the processes, objects and events that producedthem.For example, these patterns may be those of visual signals, i.e. 2D arrays ofintensity and color measurements as received by the rods and cones in the retina.Or they may be the patterns of auditory signals, i.e. the time varying vibrationpatterns of the inner hair cells generated by the complex cochlear �lter. In thevisual example, one seeks �rst to reconstruct the pattern of discrete objects inthe world, their distances from the observer, surface markings and how they areilluminated so as to produce the observed signal. In the case of speech, the �rststep is to reconstruct the events in the throat and mouth of the speaker andthen to label these as the events associated to speci�c phonemes in a speci�clanguage, plus pitch and stress data to be used in further processing.But Pattern Theory goes further and asserts that a parallel analysis can beapplied to higher cognitive levels as well. Consider a medical expert system {or a physician. Both of these educated devices accept as input a descriptionof the symptoms, test results and a partial history of a speci�c patient. Thisdata can be viewed as a coded signal generated by the processes at work inthe patient's body. The task of medical expert system or the physician is toreconstruct a full description of these hidden processes. Many cognitive taskscan be analyzed in this way. The world contains unknown processes, objectsand events { hidden random variables in the language of the probabilist. Butthey are not totally hidden, as partial encoded information about them comesto the observer through various sensory channels or lower level analyses. Thegoal is to estimate the world variables.3



How does Pattern Theory propose to carry out this reconstruction? There arethree characteristic ideas in Pattern Theory. The �rst idea is that to success-fully reconstruct the world variables, you must learn to synthesize the codedsignals which one observes, so that tentative reconstructions of the world vari-ables can be checked by comparing the actual observed signal with synthesizedsignals. This means that the architecture is not purely feed-forward, bottom-up, but fundamentally recursive combining feed-forward actions with feed-back,top-down processing with bottom-up. The second idea is that the encoding pro-cesses, which transform the state of the world into the received sensory signal,are not completely arbitrary (e.g. the logician's general recursive functions),but processes of several restricted sorts { deformations is Grenander's word {that reoccur in all sensory channels and in higher cognitive problems. Thismeans that the architecture can be customized to decode these speci�c types ofdeformations in order to reconstruct the state of the world. The third idea isthat this reconstruction can (and must) be learned from experience, that onelearns both which hidden variables best describe the patterns in the signals,hence the world itself, and the priors on these variables in order to be able tobest compute them. In the rest of this Chapter, we want to esh out these threeideas.3 The Analysis-Synthesis Loop and CorticalFeedback Pathways3.1 Two Di�erent Flow ChartsThe �rst basic idea of Pattern Theory is that to analyze some class of signals,you must learn to synthesize these signals given typical values of the worldvariables. To recognize some class of objects visually, you must know how tosynthesize images of them; to recognize words, you must know how to synthesizethe actual sound patterns; to diagnose a disease, you must be able to describeits typical presenting symptoms.Although this sounds like common sense, it distinguishes Pattern Theory fromthe majority of computational and modeling theories, because it implies thattop-down feedback processes are just as important as bottom-up feed forwardprocesses. Consider how many classi�cation algorithms are purely feed-forward:feature-based winner-take-all (`Pandemonium') algorithms, feed-forward neuralnets (even with back propagation, in which feedback is used for learning, but notin practice), tree-based classi�ers like CART and parametric statistical model-ing. None of these handle gracefully a new and unexpected stimulus, because4



they have not explicitly modeled the stimuli they have been trained on, andtherefore cannot recognize novelty. At best, they can incorporate signi�cancelevels, and ag suspicious stimuli if none of their categories �ts with overwhelm-ing signi�cance. Unfortunately, this often miscarries with borderline cases. Onereason is that, because of the distortions caused by `interruptions' (i.e. overlap-ping objects, events or processes { see below), correct instances of a categoryare often present but with part of their characteristic pattern missing (e.g. aletter partially covered by an ink blot). In this case, part of the stimulus will �tthe category very well, part not at all, and a feed-forward classi�er may mistakethem for a di�erent category. In contrast, incorrect instances, like a letter froma foreign alphabet, may roughly resemble one of expected categories, say anenglish letter, and therefore be mistaken for it by a feed-forward classi�er. Themoral is that it is much more signi�cant for a part of the stimulus to matchclosely the prototype of a category, than for all of it to match slightly. Thiskind of distinction cannot be made unless a top-down synthesis stage is part ofthe recognition algorithm.The simplest type of pattern synthesis consists in simply storing prototypes ortemplates for each category to be recognized. Note that this is not the samething as storing prototype feature vectors, e.g. mean values of the features forall instances of signals from a given category. This is because there is usually noway to reconstruct the signal itself from its features. In contrast, a template (asthe word is used in traditional pattern recognition) is a particular signal whichcan be directly compared with the incoming signal. Such templates are alsoincorporated in the pattern completion operation of various neural nets such asKohonen's and in the seeking of `energy minima' in the attractive neural nets ofHop�eld. In a simple world such templates might su�ce but, because the manydi�erent signals belonging to a single category (e.g. all varieties of the letter`A') di�er by complex transformations such as domain warping (see below), asingle template will rarely match the actual signal at all well. Too many factorsa�ect every real world stimuli for a simple Sears-Roebuck catalog of patternsto be useful. Each instance of a category can only be positively identi�ed byactively synthesizing it: combining the templates of those objects or processespresent on all scales, distorting them in the correct ways and removing partswhich are absent. This is why Pattern Theory presupposes an analysis/synthesisloop in which feature extraction and feed-forward style classi�cation is combinedwith a feedback step in which the system attempts to duplicate the stimulus bycombining and transforming its basic prototypes.Figure 1 contrasts the ow charts of traditional bottom-up recognition systemswith that of Pattern Theory. Note that Pattern Theory proposes that analysisand synthesis should be carried out iteratively. Thus, at the �rst stage, if thereis no expected pattern, the features of the actual signal are extracted exactlyas in the traditional ow chart and passed to a recognizer. However, next5
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Figure 1: (Top): The traditional bottom-up approach to recognition in whicha feature vector is computed �rst and this compared with prototype vectors,one for each category. Bottom): The alternative proposed by Pattern The-ory in which a bottom-up/top-down relaxation explicitly models the image bycomparing it with images synthesized from high-level descriptions.the recognizer draws on its database of prototypes to synthesize a standardinstantiation of the hypothetical object being seen. In subsequent iterations,the hypothesis will be re�ned: details on size, orientation, shading if presentand missing and/or extra parts, will be computed by comparing the synthesizedimage with the true image and computing features of the residual or di�erencebetween these. That does not mean that the true image is thrown away. Buta steady state would mean that the synthesized image agrees, up to acceptableerror, with the true image and the features of the residual are too small tomodify the hypothesis further. There is no need to send any more feed-forwardsignals when the feedback pathway already predicts the input signal. (This islike driving home on a well known road and not needing to pay attention toanything that you see because it always agrees with what you expect, hencenever generates a residual.)What is an acceptable error in synthesizing the signal is something which mustalso be modeled explicitly and di�erently for each category of signal. Thusmodeling the detailed contour of the nose is quite signi�cant for face recognition,but modeling the shape of a stapler is not signi�cant when performing o�ce6



tasks. Modeling the details of the grain of an oak oor is not signi�cant butthe exact shape of the stripes or spots on the back of a large member of thecat family is. This is a major di�erence between Pattern Theory and Barlow'stheory (see his chapter). In Barlow's theory, modeling patterns allows you todistinguish that part of the signal which is familiar and has predictable structurefrom the novel information in the signal { which resembles noise. Pattern theory,however, distinguishes two parts to this `information': the high level descriptionfrom which the signal is being synthesized and the residual error which is hardor impossible to model. The former is truly informative and is passed on tohigher levels, and the latter is discarded as being truly noise.Note that the ow chart of Pattern Theory is also di�erent from that proposedby Poggio (e.g. in the Chapter by Poggio and Hurlbert). They propose a veryspeci�c mechanism for combining multiple instances of a speci�c category bycomparing each with the true signal and interpolating. But this comparison isfeed-forward and is hard-wired by radial basis functions, so that if further kindsof variability are encountered, one must multiply the sets of stored instances,allowing for all combinations of each type of variability. In contrast, PatternTheory is feed-back, so it can synthesize dynamically every new signal and thuspotentially model a much larger class of deformations. How this can be doneneurally will be discussed below.This feedback stage is not unlike mental imagery, which, as Kosslyn has dis-covered, is a complex synthesis and reconstruction of something which has allthe qualities of actual stimuli from the external world. As he suggests and bothMRI and PET scans seem now to con�rm, this something may be low-level ac-tivity in the sensory areas of the brain, even V1, just like what we propose forour feedback (see (Le Bihan et al, 92), (Kosslyn et al, 93)). We may summarizeour argument by saying:Feedback = Synthesis ofsignals frommemory = Use of (exible)templates = MentalimageryTo give these ideas a more concrete avor, we want to take a particular image:the old man on a bench shown in Figure 2a. We assume that you instantlyrecognize the content of the image. But how did you do this? A blow up of hisface (at the same resolution) is shown in Figure 2c: his ear is the only vaguelyrecognizable part of his face and his hand blends into his face, creating thetwo utterly misleading spots of light where you see past his face. Figure 2bshows what a state-of-the-art edge detector1 (Canny's) produces: not only are1Such detectors require various parameters to be set by the user and we have picked thosewhich seemed more or less optimal. 7



the edges of his face not found, but even the outline of his coat is fragmented.Finally, note that the most salient `object' in the image is his cap, which, byitself could be virtually anything. How do feedback loops help you analyzethis man? There are two stages here: in the low level feedback loops, lowlevel templates and low level segmentation (= clustering into distinct objects)take place, while in the high level feedback loops, models of objects such asbodies, heads and benches are �t to the image. To make this plausible, let mepoint out how much could, in principle, be done in low level �tting operations:�rst, the pieces of the bench on each side of the man can be grouped, using aninterupted line template. Next, a textured, fragmented contour along the backof his coat can be assembled into a model of a backlit, wrinkled and roundedobject. And his cap comes forward because its occludes the background andhis face and simultaneously the fact that the black triangle over his eyes is ashadow can be deduced. All of these deductions involve �tting simple modelsof scene fragments. At this point, there is �nally a chance for high level modelsto �nd the right parts of the scene to �t and we already know enough about thelighting to know what would be in shadow, what would be brightly lit (e.g. theback of his head).Besides arguing for the ow chart above, this example is also useful in contrast-ing Pattern Theory with the feed-back theory in Ullman's chapter. Our analysisof the old man example requires multiple independent and concurrent loops, low-level and high-level, some modeling shading, some modeling depth planes, somemodeling clothed bodies, some modeling faces. This suggests that Ullman's the-ory with a single bottom-up search and single top-down search could not easilysolve the old man puzzle. Postulating multiple independent feed-back loops,instead of one global feed-back from stored knowledge to the sensorium, is alsohelpful in comparing Pattern Theory with Marr's theory of vision (Marr, 82).Marr was very inuenced by several examples in which top-down informationwas either not needed or ignored in accomplishing some feed-forward computa-tional task (e.g. fusing random-dot stereograms or construction of 3D modelsfrom unorthodox 2D views by victims of agnosia). This led him to proposea purely feed-forward theory of vision. We would argue that all his examplesare evidence against strong feed-back models, like Ullman's, in which high levelknowledge is fed back all the way to low level stages, and that none of his ex-amples contradict the hypothesis that multiple, more local, feed-back loops arebeing used.3.2 Evidence from Neuro-anatomyWe now turn to the cortex itself and ask whether we can �nd a con�rmationin its structures of the theory that bottom-up pattern analysis cannot be done8



Figure 2: An image which illustrates some di�culties in recognition. Top: theimage. Bottom left: Canny's edge detector applied to the image. Bottom right:A blow-up of the face showing the lack of recognizable features.9



independently of top-down pattern synthesis. Indeed, one of the main themes inneuroanatomy in the last several decades has been the discovery that the cortexis naturally divided into distinct areas which are reciprocally connected by path-ways created by the axons of their pyramidal neurons. Pattern theory stronglysuggests that these pairs of pathways should instantiate the dual computationalprocesses of analysis and synthesis. This proposal is strongly supported by thestill emerging picture of the cortical layers connected by these pathways. Someof these pathways terminate principally in layer 4, the standard `input' layerfor bottom-up cortical processing, the route from raw sensory input to higherassociation areas: it is natural to propose that these pathways carry out pat-tern analysis. Other pathways terminate mostly in layers 1 and 6, the top andbottom of the cortical plate, and are typically dual to the �rst set, i.e. if area Ais connected by the �rst type of pathway to area B, then one of the second typeconnects area B back to area A. Pattern theory suggests that these pathwaysshould carry out pattern synthesis.These cortical feedback pathways are, perhaps, the most complex piece of wiringin the brain and it is astonishing that evolution has been able to create them.Does their evolution support our proposal that all cortico-cortical pathwaysshould belong to two separate systems, a bottom-up processing pathway and atop-down processing pathway? The homologies between mammalian neo-cortexand reptilian telencephalic structures are not obvious and there has been muchdebate on them. One set of homologies is the so-called dual origin hypothesis,which goes back to the pioneering work of (Marin-Padilla, 78). This theoryhas been developed by Karten and most recently by T. Deacon (see (Karten-Shimizu, 89; Deacon, 89)) and has been gaining adherents. It proposes thatthe 6-layered mammalian neo-cortex is not homologous to a single structurein the reptile, but that two structures, separate in the reptile, have becomemerged in the mammal. More speci�cally, i) the top and bottom layers of themammalian neo-cortex when originally formed in the embryo, are homologousto the 2-layered dorsal cortical plate, or pallium, of the reptile, and ii) that thepopulation of neurons that migrate during mammalian embryogenesis to formthe inner layers of the neo-cortex are homologous to the neurons of the dorsalventricular ridge in the reptile.This theory is shown, in simpli�ed form, in �gure 3. What Deacon has pointedout is that this theory explains beautifully the existence of reciprocal pathwaysand their most common laminar patterns ((Deacon, 89, pp.686-691), esp. lastparagraph). Note that in the reptile, there are no directly reciprocal pathways,all loops being longer and more indirect. But the original pallium carries itsown internal connections, labelled `A' in �gure 3, many of which emanate fromthe olfactory and limbic cortex and proceed caudally. Moreover, the dorsalventricular ridge (DVR) has its internal pathways labelled `B' which proceedrostrally. When in the mammalian embryo the homologous structure to the10
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Figure 3: A comparison of the main structures in the reptilian (left) and mam-malian (right) brains, illustrating Marin-Padilla and Deacon's theories of thedual origin of the neo-cortex and its reciprocal pathways from the pallium anddorsal ventricular ridge.latter migrates inside the homologous structure to the former, Deacon proposes,because of the conservatism of evolution, that homologous connections will stillbe established: the pathways A, descending from limbic areas and synapsing onlayers 1 and 6, the residues of the dorsal cortical plate, are still laid down andbecome the top-down pathways of the mammal; and the pathways B, ascendingfrom sensory areas in the DVR, synapsing in the middle layers, become thebottom-up pathways of the mammal. Moreover, the thalamo-cortical reciprocalpathways arise in a similar way, from the thalamus ! DVR pathway B0, andthe pallium ! thalamus pathway A0. (We have simpli�ed the picture somewhatby excluding the geniculo-cortical pathway and its precursor.)One can make a suggestive link of Pattern Theory with the 40-60 Hz. corticaloscillations which have been observed in the last decade in so many structuresin so many distinct recording modes (cf. chapter of Singer). The link is theproposal that this oscillation is a reection of the basic cycle of computationin which bottom-up features are compared with top-down memories and ex-pectations, of the iterative operation of the loop in Figure 1b. The strongestevidence for this is the observation that these oscillations lock when the cellsare responding to linked parts of the stimulus, both in di�erent parts of V1 andbetween V1 and V2. It is important to realize that if successive cycles of this os-cillation represent successive iterations in a computation, one would not expectexactly the same cells to participate in each cycle. Therefore, the oscillation11



would be much stronger in �eld potentials than in single cell recordings. This isexactly what is found. For instance, �eld potential oscillations were discoveredby Freeman in the 70's (Freeman, 75) in the olfactory bulb and cortex. It isinteresting to note that one form they take here is repeated sweeps of rostralto caudal excitation, as though the two poles of the olfactory bulb are like twoneo-cortical areas communicating and oscillating via long axons (compare themodel (Wilson-Bower, 92)). The oscillation even shows up on the entire cortexin human MEG recordings: see (Llinas et al, 91) which shows a 40 Hz. oscil-lation sweeping over the whole cortex and (Ribary et al, 91) which shows theoscillation between cortical and thalamic activity.If we make a crude connectivity model of the type of circuit that emerges fromthis analysis, what does it look like? Is it like the `black-box' computationalmodels which have long been the staples of the computer metaphor (see �gure4a)? These diagrams stem from 50 years of development of the computer, start-ing from Von Neumann. The major computational steps are carefully dissectedand put in separate boxes, necessary data ow paths are added and the wholething operates like a chemical factory. This point of view is highly developed inthe books of Fodor and Kosslyn, its computational foundation has been beauti-fully expounded in the book (Abelson and Sussman, 85). But this isn't what'sthere! In the cortex, roughly 65% of all cells are pyramidal cells which sendtheir output to distant cortical areas, as well as locally via their axon collater-als. This means that there is no hiding of local information, no `local variables'or protected data. A better picture is �gure 4b. Instead of black boxes withopaque walls, we have apartments in a cheap housing complex with very thinwalls! All your neighbors hear everything which is going on in your home. In-stead of `hiding local variables', a device central to all modular programming,every little whimsy that occurs to you goes out instantly to all and sundry.It seems to me that the computational metaphor itself is awed. Pattern The-ory has a clear explanation: these tightly coupled cortical areas are exactly thehigher and lower level areas of pattern theory which seek, by a sort of relaxationalgorithm, to come to a mutual understanding in which the lower area's moreconcrete data is �t with a known, more abstract, category expressed by thehigher area's activity. This is a fundamental shift in focus from the computa-tional metaphor. Just as, for instance, Edelman has proposed Darwinian, evolu-tionary metaphors as the right ones for modeling brain function (cf. (Edelman,87)), similarly pattern theory implies a new paradigm: that of many di�erentparts of the brain attempting to reconcile their states, their implicit descrip-tions of part of reality, with the states of other areas, either through bottom-upassertions of facts that have to be dealt with or top-down memories of expectedpatterns. This is related to Minsky's idea of the brain consisting of many agents,in `Society of Mind' (Minsky, 85). 12
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Does all this speculation mean anything for the experimenter, does it have anypredictive force? To begin with, it implies is that there will be more correlationbetween single-cell responses in di�erent areas than would be expected if theareas were black boxes, hiding their characteristic internal computations fromeach other. For instance, we see this in the tremendous overlap of the charac-teristics of single cells in the various visual areas, which has prevented assigningany clear functional role to V3 or V4 (aside from generalities like being con-cerned with shape or color). What we think is the most important implication,however, depends on a re�nement of multiple cell recording techniques: Pollenhas proposed a technique for preparing an animal with electrodes recording fromcells in two areas which show signi�cant cross-correlation in their spiking (cf.preliminary work (Liu et al, 92)). At this point, instead of looking at the re-sponses of the two cells in isolation, one can separate for analysis the correlatedspikes from the full spike trains. The theory suggests that this set of spikes maybe much less stochastic, carrying the information transmitted between areas,and hopefully correlated much more precisely and predictably with identi�ableaspects as the stimulus. To be more speci�c, we must turn to what the theoryconjectures about the content and nature of the representation in individualareas and, using this, its description of the data transmitted back and forthbetween areas.4 The Four Basic Deformations4.1 What They AreThe second basic idea of Pattern Theory is that the processes that transformthe world variables into the observed variables are not arbitrarily complicated,varying widely from one channel to another. Instead, four basic transforma-tions, or deformations as Grenander called them, can be found at work in everychannel. These are the following:1. Noise and blur. These e�ects are the bread and butter of standard sig-nal processing, caused for instance by sampling error, background noiseand imperfections in your measuring instrument such as imperfect lenses,veins in front of the retina, dust and rust. Typically, the full real worldsignal is only measured at discrete sample points, its value at each pointgets averaged with its neighbors { this is blur { and corrupted by the ad-dition of some unknown noisy factors. In more cognitive applications, likethe medical expert systems, errors in tests, the inadequacy of languagein conveying the nature of some pain or symptom, confusing extraneous14



factors all belong to this class.2. Multi-scale superposition. Signals typically reveal one set of structurescaused by one set of phenomena in the world when analyzed locally, athigh precision, and other structures and phenomena when analyzed glob-ally and coarsely, at low precision. For instance in images, local proper-ties include sharp edges, texture details and local irregularities of shapes,which coexist with global properties like slowly varying shading or tex-ture statistic gradients and the overall shape of an object. In speech,information is conveyed by the highest frequency formants, by the lowerfrequency vibration of the vocal cords and the even slower modulationof stress. These spatial or temporal frequency bands may be combinedadditively (as in Fourier analysis or wavelets), multiplicatively (as in AMcoding) or by more complex non-linear rules. In higher order processing,the analog of this decomposition into the `over-all' shape vs. �ne localdetail is the hierarchical model of concepts embodied in semantic nets.These models describe a situation partly by its general properties, thevery inclusive superordinate categories (in the terminology of (Rosch, 78)to which it belongs, and partly by its details, the subordinate categoriesof Rosch. Thus a patient is in simplest terms `very ill', in more preciseterms has pneumonia, is contagious, should be hospitalized and in veryprecise terms is infected by such and such a bacteria, has a temperatureof 103, etc.3. Domain warping. Two signals generated by the same object or event indi�erent contexts typically di�er because of expansions or contractions oftheir domains, possibly at varying rates: phonemes may be pronouncedfaster or slower, the image of a face is stretched or shrunk by varyingexpression and viewing angle. In speech, this is called `time warping' andin vision, this is modeled by `exible templates'. In both cases, there isa mapping from the domain of one signal to the domain of the other,either a map of time intervals or a map between 2-dimensional domains,which carries the salient parts of one signal to the corresponding partsof the other. The cognitive version of this type of distortion is thinkingwith analogies. In an analogy, some or all the elements in two situationscan be mapped to each other, preserving many of their interrelations, justas the same elements occur in two faces, with nearly the same spatialrelationships. In all cases, the map may be incomplete, in that some partsof one situation may not have corresponding parts in the other. Thusone face may be partially obscured by hair or a bandage, and only theunoccluded parts match up.4. Interruptions. Natural signals are usually analyzed best after being bro-ken up into pieces consisting of their restrictions to subdomains. This isbecause the world itself is made up of many objects and events and dif-15



ferent parts of the signal are caused by di�erent objects or events. Forinstance, an image typically shows di�erent objects partially occludingeach other at their edges. In speech, the phonemes naturally break upthe signal and, on a larger scale, one speaker or unexpected sound mayinterrupt another. Obviously, in the cognitive realm too, several processesmay be at work at once, as in a patient who has several medical problemsat once. To infer the correct values of the hidden variables, the e�ects ofthe di�erent processes must be separated from each other. A general termfor isolating the e�ects of one process, object or event from all the myriadothers going on simultaneously is �gure/ground separation.This part of Pattern Theory has a great deal to say to neuronal models. If thesefour transformations are universal coding mechanisms, which must be decodedby a brain, there should be mechanisms for all of them if you look in the rightway. If they are truly universal, these mechanisms should be general circuitsthat occur in all areas of cortex. This is the challenge of Pattern Theory. We willdiscuss in separate sections below possible neuronal correlates of deformations1,3 and 4.Deformation 2, multi-scale superposition, has often been discussed for vision asthe `pyramid' data structure and associated algorithms often using a movingwindow of attention. It was only at this meeting, however, that we heard VanEssen and Anderson propose how such a pyramid could be laid out corticallyusing the three areas V1, V2 and V4 (see their chapter). We will not discussthe decoding of this deformation except to mention that one of the major com-putations using a pyramid is the discovery of the `part-of' relations betweenblobs of di�erent sizes (for instance as a step to recognition of complex ob-jects) e.g. (Hong and Rosenfeld, 84). Striking evidence that this is done by therecognition of small and large blobs in parallel, with hard-wired `part-of' con-nections, was recently found by Jeremy Wolf (unpublished), who found that a)red houses with yellow windows pop-out in a �eld of di�erently colored housesand windows, while b) duplex half red and half yellow houses do not pop-out!I believe this strongly supports Anderson and Van Essen's theory, because itcan be explained by the concurrent recognition of the red houses in V2 and yel-low windows in V1 with reciprocal V1, V2 pathways marking `part-of' rapidlystrengthening the activation to threshold.4.2 Non-linear �ltering and the Thalamo-Cortical LoopLet's look at the lowest level loops in the circuitry of the cortex and its immediateneighbors. The most basic of these are the loops connecting various cortical16



areas with various nuclei in the thalamus, especially the loop between visualarea V1 and the LGN. In many cases, these give primary sensory input to thecortex and a natural idea, in the context of pattern theory, is that these wouldbe concerned with correcting for the most basic `deformation' of the sensorysignal { noise and blur. For instance, Grossberg has often pointed out that thevisual signal coming from the retina must be distorted by the presence of veinson the inner surface of the retina, not to mention the blind spot itself. Ever since(Yarbus, 67), it has been known that within each �xation, the eye is far from still,but drifts irregularly, with a constant tremor of several minutes of arc (enoughto move sharp edges across several adjacent cones in the fovea). In addition,the light signal, as it strikes the eye, is already the result of conicting processeswhich obscure its origin: the `accidental' markings on textured surfaces obscuretheir shape, lighting e�ects are complicated by local self-shadowing and mutualreections. Although part of the rich complexity of the world, they act likenoise and blur if you are attempting to reconstruct the outlines of the majorobjects in view.For many years, engineers have proposed appropriate �ltering as the universalsolution to the problem of compensating for noise and blur. But pattern theorywould propose that, like the other types of deformations, they must be correctedfor, not by a blind bottom-up �lter, but by an adaptive feed-back process. This isa logical role to propose for the thalamo-cortical loop. Speci�cally, the reciprocalLGN *) V1 pathways should implement an image processing algorithm, which`cleans up' and disambiguates the visual signal. Typical functions of imageprocessing are noise removal and edge enhancement. No wonder single cellrecordings could never �nd any role for the V1 ! LGN feedback: the squeekyclean laboratory signals, with edges, bars and sine wave gratings don't need anyimage processing! Experimental tests for this hypothesis are easy to draft, onceone is committed to presenting more complex and realistic stimuli, for whichthe response cannot be summarized by linear approximations, like the impulsetransfer function. Several such proposals are presented in our paper (Mumford,91-92).How are these image processing tasks accomplished? We assume that the com-plex cells, whose response, to a �rst approximation, is like a power Gabor �lterwith a preferred scale and orientation, attempt to �nd the salient edges and barsin an image. But typically, many of these will be responding simultaneously ineach local region and one must �nd how to reconcile them, e.g. one such cell`sees' a strong long line, the other an edgelet which is part of texture; or onemarks the end of a bar, the other its sides. Before a consistent interpretationis found for each part of an image, many conicting local organizations maybe detected and there is a need for some kind of decision mechanism such as a`winner-take-all' circuit. 17



There are several hints of such decision mechanisms in the cortico-thalamic pro-jection. Several groups (cf. (McGuire et al, 1984) in cat, (White et al, 1987) inmouse) have reported that the axon collaterals of the layer 6 V1 pyramidal cellsand especially the cortico-thalamic projection cells appear to synapse largelyon aspinous interneurons, presumably inhibitory cells. This has the look of awinner-take-all network, an organization long predicted in the neural net liter-ature, but never clearly identi�ed in the cortex to our knowledge. Alternately,the inhibitory cells in the LGN could provide a voting mechanism. In otherwords, if these were absent, the various feed-back signals from cortex wouldsimply be averaged in the dendritic trees of LGN `relay' cells. But if some ofthem synapse on inhibitory cells, they can e�ectively suppress other feed-backand feed-forward signals.4.3 Shifter Circuits, Flexible Templates and PopulationCodingA more radical part of the pattern theory analysis is the proposal that domainwarping is a universal deformation. This means that in analyzing signals, andmatching signals against patterns in memory, the pattern of activity on the cor-tex must be displaced (in the 2-dimensional coordinates of the cortical surface).Such operations have been proposed under the name of `shifter circuits', mostrecently in (Anderson and Van Essen, 1987). Although argued for by theoristsfor some time, only recently has evidence appeared for their existence in cortex.In a beautiful paper on recordings in the parietal lobe, (Duhamel, Colby andGoldberg, 1992) found that activity correlated to the visual location of di�erentobjects in front of an awake monkey is shifted on the parietal lobe surface inanticipation of a saccade which will shift the visual sensory signal. In a totallydi�erent part of the cortex, Georgopoulos and his group have found that activityin the primary motor area M1 is shifted as the precise coordinates of an intendedarm movement are computed. Note that this example is not sensory but motor-planning related: here the activity pattern for one standard arm movement is�rst recreated in M1, and then it is modi�ed over a 100 msec. period by domainwarping until it is appropriate for the speci�c movement presently desired.The simplest example where there is a need for this mechanism is in the com-putations of stereo vision, in the correlation of the left and right eye movement.This example was used by Anderson and Van Essen and by T. Poggio. As theypoint out, what makes it especially compelling is the existence of tremors ineye position of up to 10 minutes of arc during a period of �xation: withoutactive compensation for this, stabilizing the image, it is very hard to imaginehow stereo cells in V1 can respond robustly to left/right eye feature disparitiesof only several minutes, let alone account for the psychophysical evidence of18



disparity hyperacuity of less than a minute of arc. Anderson and Van Essenpropose that, in the primate, this is carried out by shifter circuits in V1 whichhas developed a highly specialized layer 4, making it unique for its cell densityamong mammalian cortical areas. In the less specialized case of the cat, wewould propose that this stabilization results from the action of the LGN *) V1loop, rather than a hard-wired shifter circuit in V1 (and that this circuit isreprentative of the general mechanism used to implement domain warping).What neural circuitry could accomplish this? In �gure 5, we make a simple pro-posal. We suggest that (in the cat) each retinal ganglion cells' axons synapseon multiple LGN `relay' cells and that populations of such cells synapse in over-lapping ways. Thus one LGN cell receives input from multiple retinal cells, buton distinct branches of its dendritic tree. Normally one of these is the strongestand that retinal cell takes charge of that particular LGN cell. But under cor-tical inuence, both excitatory and inhibitory, some of these synapses can bestrengthened, some weakened by local post-synaptic potentials on the di�erentbranches of its dendritic arbor. This could be done by a variety of mechanisms,including NMDA channels. In the �gure, we have drawn one possibility using in-hibitory e�ects, caused by the dendro-dendritic triadic synapses with inhibitoryglomerular interneurons. Following (Sherman and Koch 90, pp. 256-266), wehave assumed that this interaction takes place on spines of the `relay' cell, wherethe retinal and glomerular inputs are combined in a synaptic triad functioninglike a `x and NOT y' gate. The e�ect is that each LGN cell is driven by a dif-ferent retinal cell and the pattern of activation is shifted in the LGN. Note thatsuch shifts must be vertical as well as horizontal, as evidence (cf. (Motter andPoggio, 1984)) shows that the two eyes are usually misaligned vertically by 5 to10 minutes. This shifting can accomplish two things at once: it can compensatefor tremor and misalignment and it can create a simulated vergence movementto align more closely the left and right eye images, thus reducing the disparity ofthe signal received by V1 so that the exquisitely sensitive `tuned excitatory cells'of V1 can measure extremely �ne residual disparities. One prediction that thismakes is that the left and right eye layers of the LGN should interact throughcortical feedback. The paper (Varela and Singer, 87) shows that this does hap-pen, and, even more interesting, if the left and right eyes are stimulated withradically conicting signals, which cannot be put in binocular registration, thenthe LGN `relay' signals decrease markedly after about 1 second.At all levels of the cortex, there is a need to shift patterns of activation in order to�nd matches between memories and expectations and the particularities of thepresent situation: a very concrete example is the need to recognize a familiarface with any of the millions of possible combinations of viewpoint, lightingand expression that can occur. Shifter circuits can accomplish this and wepropose that this shifting is accomplished in general by the extensive arborizationof the feedback pathways, selectively exciting and inhibiting the collateral spread19
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Figure 5: A possible implementation of shifter circuits in the LGN: V1 feedbackexcites inhibitory glomerular interneurons which combine with retinal input in"x and NOT y" trisynaptic connections on the LGN relay cells.of activity in a given cortical area. This is the natural generalization of thecircuits in �gure 5. Rockland's beautiful tracings of the axons of recurrentaxons have shown how amazingly diverse and extensive their arborizations canbe (cf. (Rockland, 89, 93)).From an evolutionary perspective, we can contrast this with what happens in thereptile. The reptile has a more or less rigid body and its tectum contains mapsof its visual, auditory and somatosensory systems in, more or less, hard-wiredregistration. In such a structure, the sensory systems are forced to combine theirdata with very little exibility. In contrast, mammalian cortex has a uniqueexibility due to the separation and duplication of cortical mappings. It shouldbe noted that the existence of multiple sensory maps is not particular to highermammals, but is universal in mammalian neo-cortex, even in the evolutionaryside branches of marsupials and edentates (e.g. essentially all mammals have ahomolog of both V1 and V2 (Kaas, 89)). To some extent, this may be a responseto the increased exibility of the trunk, esp. the neck, and the development oflimbs, which require that the animal have the capability of combining visual,auditory and tactile sensory data in exible ways. But it also a�ords newcomputational capabilities: in particular, the sensory maps in distinct areas canbe dynamically interleaved, creating the domain warping needed for much moresophisticated pattern matching. 20



An objection to these ideas is that only in primary and (to a lesser extent)secondary sensory and motor areas can one �nd a coherent meaning to the 2-dimensional cortical layout of activation. In higher cognitive areas, it is veryhard to imagine why abstract thoughts should have any 2-dimensional structureor why shifting patterns of activation on the cortical surface would be useful!We think the answer to this paradox lies in another biological principle, whichis strongly at odds with traditional cognitive modeling. This is populationcoding: many experiments reveal that the brain does not store facts cleanly anddiscretely, with one neuron �ring for one possibility, another for a second, etc.Instead, there is a graded pattern of �ring for each possibility, but with shiftingstrengths (possibly with coherent pulse timing too) for each situation. It seemsto me that this is directly connected to the linguistic fact that the meaningof individual words in human languages is not simple and clean either: wordsalways cover a great variety of di�erent related situations. This is exactly whatyou would expect if language reects the way neurons �re, and if higher levelconcepts are population coded like sensory and motor signals. But a corollary ofpopulation coding is that the set of higher level concepts will automatically havegeometric structure. This is because two concepts can, at one extreme, excitenearly identical populations with a small change in the degree of excitation andthe marginally excited neurons; and, at the other extreme, can excite totallydisjoint populations. We may thus de�ne the distance between two concepts bythe degree of overlap of their representations, or the correlation of the vectorsof neuron-by-neuron excitations which each concept arouses.The chapter of Desimone describes experiments in area IT which �t nicely intothis theory. His data suggests that, perhaps in many cortical areas, there is atendency to form more and more localized responses to exactly repeating stimuli(this is shown negatively by the large numbers of cells whose responses decreaseto repetitions). In other words, the cells of a certain class tend to specializein responding to very precise patterns. If a category is formed by a cluster ofsuch precise instances, we will naturally get a graded population response tonew instances of this category, because it will resemble to a greater and lesserdegree each of the previously learned instances.One construct that has often been suggested in this connection is to make agraph out of the set of all concepts, or the set of all english words. The edgesof the graph represent the most closely connected concepts. Such a graph wasproposed, for instance, in (Quillian, 66) under the name of an associative net.Perhaps the earliest attempt to do this with a whole language was the Thesaurusof Roget, which is precisely such a graph. Bell labs put this graph `on-line'. Theyfound curious facts such as that the average number of edges needed to join aword to its antonym is 5 or 6!) A quite curious graph is formed in Dixon'sanalysis of the 5 word classes in the Australian aboriginal language Dyirbal.These appear to be clusters gotten by stringing together related concepts in21



long chains, cf. (Lako�, 1987, pp.92-102). Once we have this graph, we cantalk about domain warping in situations involving high level cognitive datastructures and we �nd that it corresponds to well known cognitive operation:namely �nding analogies, �nding a mapping between two sets of concepts whichbear the same mutual relation to each other. Matching a heavily shadowed facein front of you with your memory of general face structure is the same warpingof a template that is accomplished when you match your knowledge of the Popewith the general concept of a bachelor. Our proposal is that what happensneurally when you analyze the sentence \The Pope is a bachelor" (a classicexample of philosophers) is that one cortical area with a `bachelor' template,stored with all sorts of typical properties, activities, life histories of bachelorsattempts to �t this activity pattern to the speci�c data conjured up in a secondarea describing the Pope and his properties, activities and life history. A partialmatch can be achieved, after suitable warping of the archetype. This will alsohighlight the non-matching qualities, e.g. the Pope does not date, which is whatwe want to look at next.4.4 Interruptions and Foreground/Background ColoringWe want to consider the fourth type of deformation in pattern theory, inter-ruptions. Recall that this refers to the fact that we are bombarded by signalsfrom many di�erent objects and events at any given instant and all contributeto the activity being received and processed by the brain. We must locate theboundaries between these objects or events, so we can identify them one at atime. To do this, we have to label or `color' explicitly the parts of the presentactivity pattern which result from this foreground object or event, suppressingfor the time being the rest as background. From the point of view of singlecell activity, this is very mysterious: each cell is population coded and, via itscollaterals, there is a tendency for a spread of activation. What we need is amechanism to say: a and b are linked but NOT c. Much has been said aboutthis issue, under the names of dynamic linking, compositionality of concepts,etc. In particular, Singer has argued forcefully for synchrony of pulse timing asa possible mechanism (see his chapter). In the context of pattern theory, the keything is that whatever mechanism is used, it must involve correlating activityin reciprocally connected areas. This is because only by separating foregroundfrom background can the features of the foreground be extracted without con-fusing them with those of the background. Pattern theory proposes that thisis done iteratively: a preliminary foreground/background separation leads to apreliminary computation of features, hence to a preliminary identi�cation, thenby feedback a re�ned foreground/background separation, etc.We would like to discuss a very simple speci�c case of this problem, which22



has been extensively studied in computer vision: the segmentation of a 2-dimensional visual signal into distinct objects. Our discussion of the \Old Man"example in section 3.1 shows that many processes contribute to segmentation.(That example dealt with a photograph, hence it omitted stereo and motionwhich, in real life, are extremely e�ective additional processes in segmentation.)One of the processes we discussed was the linking of interrupted edges and theclustering of similarly textured blobs, with the preliminary goal of segmentingthe image into homogeneously textured areas. Our hypothesis is that this seg-mentation is the main goal of one or both of the V1 *) V2 (*) V4) feedbackloops. Note that in the theory of Anderson and Van Essen, these are the areasholding a pyramid-based description of the image; in their terms, our hypothesisis that segmentation is the main internal computational goal of this pyramid(in its loops with higher areas, V4 may participate in other things, like thecomputation of shape features for identi�cation of objects). Two quite di�erentmathematical discussions of the segmentation problem can be found in (Hongand Rosenfeld, 84) { which uses a pyramid-based dynamic linking algorithm {and (Lee, Mumford and Yuille, 92) { which uses Bayesian methods of combiningedge and region data.There are two very speci�c things to look for if this computation is going on. The�rst is the need to trace extended edges, that surround the objects in the scene.Simple Gabor-�lter-like cells do not do this: they are mislead by gaps in edges,small texture responses, blur, local shadows. Lateral inhibition, which is knownto occur for a subpopulation of complex cells, is the �rst step in �nding theimportant edges, as this will often distinguish region boundaries from textureedges. Filling gaps and �nding alignments of edge terminators, as von der Heydthas shown is done in V2 (von der Heydt and Peterhans, 89), is another step. Butall this information must be put together. A strong suggestion that the the V2! V1 feedback may be involved was found recently by (Mignard and Malpeli,91): they found that vigorous upper layer activity in V1 can be sustained byfeedback from V2 in the absence of direct stimulation from the LGN ! V1,layer 4 pathway. It is possible that V2 ! V1 paths carry a reconstruction ofthe extended edges in an image which are then compared with the detailed localsignal by the pyramidal cells in layers 2 and 3 of V1, resulting in a new re�nedsignal of edge strength going back to V2, where it is linked up further intolarger edges, etc. Algorithms to do this in a computer have been extensivelystudied both by our students, cf. (Nitzberg et al, 1993) and those of S.Zucker,cf. (David and Zucker, 90).However, correctly tracing extended edges is only one part of the problem. Theother is to `color' a region which is surrounded by such a contour, i.e. markingexplicitly homogeneous areas not interrupted by strong edges. Until a regionis so colored, there is no way to compute the features of its shape, such as itscenter, its area and orientation, etc. hence to begin an identi�cation procedure.23



The most dramatic evidence that such an active `coloring' process does takeplace in the cortex are the experiments on masking of Nakayama and Paradiso(Nakayama and Paradiso, 91). Masking seems to freeze the processing at an in-termediate stage and they �nd partial stages at which the homogeneity of partof a region has been made explicit, but not the whole. The underlying neuralactivity expressed in this coloring process might take place in the cytochrome-oxidase blobs, especially if some mechanism for dynamically linking those blobcells which are responding to two parts of the same object were found. Col-oring might mean, for instance, progressive entrainment of larger and largerpopulations of cells in synchronized foring.From a computational point of view, it is very important to realize that coloringis not a simple mechanical step (as it seems in arti�cially simpli�ed stimuli) butrequires in real images adaptively determining what homogeneous means - i.e.what matters is that the stimulus within the cells receptive �eld is relativelyhomogeneous compared to variations in a larger surround, and therefore cannotbe done by purely local computations. Figure 6, for example, shows 2 images ontop of which we have drawn a dotted circle to represent the classical receptive�eld of a V1 neuron. In these images, the interiors of the dotted circles areidentical, hence the V1 neuron `sees' the same blurry contour. But in one,however, the blurry central contour is the perceptual boundary of a foregroundobject in front of a background; in the other, the blurry contour is merely ashading e�ect on the surface of a di�erent object. In the �rst case, the centralregion is not homogeneous; in the second it is. Thus we predict that at least someV1 neurons with this receptive �eld would exhibit modulation from outside theirclassical receptive �eld which reects this di�erence. Whether this modulationwas excitatory or inhibitory would depend on whether the local evidence for anedge was strengthened or weakened by the global evidence (as in �gure 6). Itmight also have a longer latency than the local response, e.g. this modulationmight take e�ect 50 milliseconds after the initial response. We expect that thismodulation is a typical e�ect of feedback from V2, where the larger receptive�elds allow more global integration of the percept.Another hypothesis for the marking of object boundaries and inhibiting the side-ways spread of activity was made by (Somogyi and Cowey, 81). They hypothe-sized that `curtains' of inhibitory double-bouquet cells may activate, cutting o�activity in vertical columns from neighboring columns on the other side of thiscurtain, thus allowing integration of activity within the population of cells re-sponding to one portion of the visible �eld, but preventing this from interferingwith activity related to other parts of the �eld. This could have a similar e�ectin dynamically linking cell populations as pulse synchrony.24



Figure 6: 2 stimuli, identical locally within a receptive �eld (indicated by dottedline), di�ering globally. On left, a blurry �gure on a black ground, its edge withinthe receptive �eld; on right, a single shaded �gure on a textured ground, its edgeoutside the receptive �eld.5 Spatio-Temporal Patterns and TemporalBu�eringThere is a strong tendency in analyzing cognition to regard space and time astwo quite di�erent things. From the point of view of Pattern Theory, however,the signals received by the brain are functions of both space and time andthey exhibit patterns in both dimensions. All of the characteristic deformationspresent in spatially distributed patterns are present in temporally distributedones and in signals depending on both space and time. The input to the eyesis a function I(x; y; t) of 2 spatial and one temporal variable; the output of thecochlea is a �ltered function s(!; t) of frequency and time; the signal from theproprioceptive system is a function m(k; t) indicating the stretch and tensionof the kth muscle at time t. In this section, we want to examine the speci�cproblems of computing temporal patterns in signals.In vision, we often make the assumption that, after initial temporal �lteringby the ganglion and amacrine cells in the retina, the remainder of the visualsystem is presented with an instantaneous representation of the image and itsoptical ow which can be analyzed as a �xed signal. Observing experimentallythe modulation of a response to time varying patterns is di�cult because ofthe apparently stochastic nature of spiking, which requires averaging the cell'sresponse for as long as possible. The standard experimental approach has been�nding a way of keeping up a �xed optimal stimulus for as long as possible,`tickling' the cell as it were. In the visual system, this leads the experimenterto prefer repetitively and constantly moving stimuli and this prevents one fromanalyzing the dependence of the response on subtler temporal variations of thesignal. 25



None of this addresses an obvious aspect of natural stimuli: in general, theseare neither still, nor moving regularly. Natural stimuli often move and changein complex ways that are essential for the proper identi�cation of their source.A simple example is the identi�cation of people through characteristic gesturesand eeting expressions: it is as though we preserve movie clips of typical thingsour friends do, and can match this memory against the eeting temporal signalwhich we receive. Likewise, it is well known that the recognition of phonemescannot be done successfully from the analysis of speech at any single instant,but requires the integration of clues hidden in the preceding and succeedingphonemes as well (Liberman, 82). All of these tasks require temporal bu�ering:the temporary storage of the sensory signal or its features while the remainderof the signal continues to unfold. To model this will require neural mechanismswhich, as far as we know, have not yet been described and to �nd these mech-anisms will require the presentation and analysis of responses to more complextime varying signals than have been studied as yet.A speci�c case is the LGN and the motion pathway (called magnocellular or Min the monkey, and Y pathway in the cat). During a single �xation of the eyes,a small moving object may stimulate many ganglion cells in the M pathway asits image crosses the retina. Often, we may want our eyes to make a transitionto pursuit mode, following the object in order to `freeze' its image on the retina.To do so requires that we predict where the object will be after the next 100msec. or so, hence that we have an accurate record of where the object wasin the last 100 msec. Since M cells are very transient, some mechanism isneeded to sustain activity until the end of the �xation, while its velocity isbeing calculated. We would like to make the hypothesis that, at least in thecat, the LGN Y pathway cells are used for this temporal bu�ering, their activitybeing sustained by cortico-thalamic feedback after the moving object passes theirreceptive �eld. This possibility is suggested by the cell counts in the cat LGNwhich show that there are about 12 times as many LGN cells in its Y pathway asthere are retinal ganglion cells (Sherman and Koch, 86). Such a population couldencode the time history of the stimulus in many ways. It could store a sequenceof activity states in di�erent cells; more likely, the cells might population codethis history, or features of this history, like acceleration, stops and starts.Other prime candidates for detecting temporal bu�ering are A1 and M1. Inboth areas, it seems essential to bu�er the temporal activity pattern, i.e. theauditory signal over something like the last 200 msec., or the motor commandsover the next 200 msec. In A1, this should be especially simple to check: oneneeds to record and analyze responses to pairs of sounds, presented sequentially.The null hypothesis, that there is no bu�ering, would imply that the responseto the second part of the stimulus is independent of the �rst part of the stim-ulus. Temporal bu�ering would predict some kind of modulation of the secondresponse. As far as we know, a neurophysiological experiment to look for this26



kind for bu�ering has not been done.6 Learning the Hidden Variables and theirPriors via Minimum Description LengthBayesian statistics was one of the main inspirations for Pattern Theory . It goeslike this: assume that X is a set of variables describing the world { called thehidden variables { and that Y is the data we observe. We assume, moreover,that from experience we know the `prior' probability pr(X = x) (or pr(x) forshort) that the variables X take on every possible set of values x (e.g. youknow it is very unlikely that your grandmother is wearing a bikini), and thatwe also know the conditional probability of every possible observation y giventhe state of the world x, written pr(Y = yjX = x) (or pr(xjy) for short). Thenif we have observations y, we will want to estimate the most likely a posteriorivalues x of the hidden variables describing the world. Bayes says to do this by�nding the x which makes the conditional probability pr(xjy) the largest, whichby Bayes's theorem is the x which maximizes [pr(yjx):pr(x)]. (So if we thinkwe see Granny in a bikini at a great distance, we reject the conclusion, but ifwe see her so attired close up, we have to accept it as fact.) The optimal valuex so calculated is called the maximal a posteriori or \MAP" estimate" of thethe world variables. This is standard stu�.To use this rule, one needs to learn, store and apply via Bayes's rule boththe prior probability distribution on the world variables X and the conditionalprobability on the observations Y given X. In a biological setting, it is possibleto imagine that these probability distributions were somehow learned by naturalselection and have become encoded into the genes. Perhaps this happens withsome animals { for instance the overall structure of a bird's song seems tobe genetically encoded { but this doesn't seem to account for the exibilityof mammalian responses. For instance, a human infant born into a complextechnological culture has no trouble learning how to use TV sets. There arevarious approaches to learning these probability distributions `on the y', butone which �ts in cleanly with both Bayesian statistics and Pattern Theory is touse the Minimum Description Length Principle. This approach is particularlyattractive in that it suggests how the world variables X themselves might belearned, not merely their distribution.The Minimum Description Length (or MDL) Principle says that, starting withmany observations Y = yn, you may take advantage of the patterns and repeti-tions in this string of observations to re-encode Y so that, with high probability,27



if every new observation is re-encoded in this way, it will have much shorterlength (in bits). For example, suppose 5 di�erent bird songs are heard regularlyin your back yard. You can assign a short distinctive code to each such song,so that instead of having to remember the whole song from scratch each time,you just say to yourself something like \Aha, song #3 again". Note that indoing so, you have automatically learned a world variable at the same time: thenumber or code you use for each song is, in e�ect, a name for a species, and youhave rediscovered a bit of Linnaean biology. Moreover, if one bird is the mostfrequent singer, you will probably use the shortest code, e.g. \song #1", forthat bird. In this way, you are also learning the probability of di�erent valuesfor the variable \song #x". This is nothing more than the fundamental theoremof Shannon's information theory that provides the link between coding lengthand probabilities. His theorem states that if you want to encode the di�erentvalues x of variables X so that the average length of the code is smallest, thenthe length of the code c(x) in bits will be:c(x) = � log2(pr(X = x)):(A technical point: in this formula, the log is a positive real number whichneedn't be an integer. But the number of bits in a code is always an integer.So what Shannon did, in order to get this elegant relationship, was to consider`block coding', codes where several signals were encoded at once. If k signalswere encoded, the code length for each signal is 1=k times the length of the blockcode. Then the exact theorem states that by considering longer and longer blockcodes, the left hand side gets as close as you want to the right.)How could �nding the MAP estimate be implemented cortically? The naturalhypothesis is that the probabilities of each set of values x of the hidden worldvariables and of the probabilities of making an observation pr(yjx) are stored inthe mechanism for pattern synthesis, so that there is a tendency to synthesize themost likely patterns �rst, the less likely coming to the fore only if the more likelyones are inhibited by mismatch with the input (as in (Carpenter and Grossberg,87)). For instance, when a pattern is synthesized to imitate a new signal, themost likely values might chosen by some summation of activation proportionalto log(pr(x; y)), see (Lee, 92). In terms of MDL, we can say that the higher levelcortical area somehow seeks the most economical way, the simplest pattern of�ring, that will generate a top-down synthesized signal close to the true sensorysignal.I'd like to give a more elaborate example to show how MDL can lead you tothe correct variables with which to describe the world using an old and familiarvision problem: the stereo correspondence problem. The usual approach tostereo vision is apply our knowledge of the three-dimensional structure of theworld to show how matching the images IL and IR from the left and right eyesleads us to a reconstruction of depth through the `disparity function' d(x; y)28



such that IL(x+d(x; y); y) is approximately equal to IR(x; y). In doing so, mostalgorithms take into account the `constraint' that most surfaces in the world aresmooth, so that depth and disparity vary slowly as we scan across an image.The MDL approach is quite di�erent. Firstly, the raw perceptual signal comesas two sets of N pixel values IL(x; y) and IR(x; y) each encoded up to some �xedaccuracy by d bits, totaling 2 � d �N bits. But the attentive encoder notices howoften pieces of the left image code nearly duplicate pieces of the right code: thisis a common pattern that cries out for use in shrinking the code length. So weare led to code the signal in three pieces: �rst the raw left image IL(x; y); thenthe disparity d(x; y); and �nally the residual IR(x; y) � IL(x + d(x; y); y). Thedisparity and the residual are both quite small, so instead of d bits, these mayneed only a small number e and f bits respectively. Provided d > e+f , we havesaved bits. In fact, if we use the constraint that surfaces are mostly smooth,so that d(x; y) varies slowly, we can further encode d(x; y) by its average valued0(y) on each horizontal line and its x-derivative dx(x; y) which is mostly muchsmaller. The important point is that MDL coding leads you introduce the thirdcoordinate of space, i.e. to discover three-dimensional space! A further studyof the discontinuities in d, and the `non-matching' pixels visible to one eye onlygoes further and leads you to invent a description of the image containing labelsfor distinct objects, i.e. to discover that the world is usually made up of discreteobjects. For a more complete discussion, see (Mumford, 93, x5d).Can the learning phase of MDL be implemented in a natural way in cortex? Wethink this is one of the most interesting challenges to Pattern Theory. We haveno proposal except to say that recent work (Intrator, 92; Jordan, 93; Hinton,work in progress) shows that many learning rules, more complex than simpleHebbian learning, are possible and suggestive. Hinton's, especially, looks like itmight solve the stereo problem along the lines proposed above.7 SummaryStarting from the theoretical perspective of Pattern Theory, this paper has madesome speci�c proposals for the data structures and computational mechanismsto be expected in the cortex. These include a) the need for feedback loops acti-vating template-like patterns in lower corical areas, b) a mechanism for shiftingor warping patterns of cortical activity, c) marking both boundaries betweenunrelated features and the complexes of related activity with a common source,d) the need for temporal bu�ering, e) multi-scale population coded representa-tions and f) the possibility that the Minimum Description Length principle canbe used as a basis of learning world structures.29



A common thread in all the speci�c proposals above is the need for more so-phisticated experimental stimuli, motivated by computational or psychologicaltheory. A well known experimenter laughed at me 10 years ago when we sug-gested that one should look for cell responses in higher visual areas correlatedto global features of the image outside its `classical' receptive �eld. Shortlythereafter, von der Heydt's experiments provided the �rst dramatic proof thatthis occurs (von der Heydt et al, 84). Real world stimuli have a huge numberof complexities and subtleties not even remotely present in typical laboratorystimuli and these should be studied, one at a time, to see how the cortex handlesthem. For example, one can present edges which are blurred or noisy, curvedor interrupted, embedded in textures or with contrast reversals. One can usecomplex temporal organization, comparing an extended continuous movementwith many small movements which icker o�. Two general paradigms suggestthemselves: one is to use pairs of stimuli which are locally identical, but globallyquite di�erent. In this case, the higher cortical area can respond to the largerfeatures and so modulate the responses of a cell in the lower area to two stimuliidentical within its receptive �eld. The second is really a special case of this: topresent stimuli which are neutral locally, not stimulating a particular cell, butwhich have major global organization that may imply local structure, and seeif it e�ects the original cell.A second thread is the need to consider feedback e�ects when modeling corticalresponses. Our observation is that there is a strong bias towards seeking simplefeed forward explanations of what the cortex is doing. For instance, Marr'sbook (Marr, 82), is essentially a purely feed-forward theory of vision. If any ofthe above theorizing is half right, feedback plays a major role in both low andhigh level processing and cannot be ignored, even in primary sensory and motorareas.8 ReferencesAbelson H & Sussman GJ, 1985 Structure and Interpretation of Computer Pro-grams, MIT Press.Anderson CH & Van Essen DC, 1987, Shifter circuits: A computational strategyfor dynamic aspects of visual processing, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 84: 6297-6301.Carpenter G & Grossberg S, 1987, A massively parallel architecture for a self-organizing neural pattern recognition machine, Comp. Vision, Graphics, ImageProc., 37, 54-115.David C & Zucker SW, 1990, Potentials, valleys and dynamic global coverings,Int. J. Comp. Vision, 5:219-238.Deacon T, 1990, Rethinking Mammalian Brain Evolution, Amer. Zool., 30:629-30
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